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St	
  Martin’s	
  
Square,	
  Lincoln	
  
PROPOSED

Pleached Limes & Box Hedging
screen cars or encloses lawn at higher level

+	
  

+	
  
New direct entrance to park
with Interpretive Sculpture

Sitting Wall
Contains
Multi-Use Space

EXISTING
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A	
  Place	
  to	
  be…	
  

A R TIS T S K E T C H E S Sh e e t 3
O ption B
Over the course of a week in February 2014, a team of planners and
urban designers worked with local businesses and residents, local
authority officers and other “stakeholders” to envision a future for the
part of Lincoln’s city centre generally known as St Martin’s Square. They
met together, walked around and exchanged thoughts. They considered
things they liked about the place as it is now, things they disliked and
changes they would like to see. They thought about the role St Martin’s
Square plays in their lives and the life of the City now, and the role it
could and should play in the future.

This short prospectus summarises the outcomes of that week’s work and
starts to identify steps to transform St Martin’s Square from ordinary to
exceptional – from a place to pass through to a place to be.
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Issues & Detractors
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Assessing	
  the	
  present	
  
St Martin’s Square is one of several small urban
spaces that punctuate the north / south axis of
Lincoln’s strongly linear commercial core. Each
has its own distinctive character and potential. St
Martin's
Square
occupies
a
particularly
interesting and significant position:
-

-

-

just beside the main north / south
commercial thoroughfare - High Street /
Strait / Steep Hill / Bailgate;
where “Uphill” and “Downhill” meet;
where
independent
businesses
predominate, adding special interest to
the shopping and leisure scene;
where the mixture of uses broadens to
include
stronger
residential
and
community components.

It is currently home to several small,
independent shops; a community music service;
a church; a bar and a restaurant; some offices;
and a number of residential properties. There
are more houses and flats immediately adjacent,
to the east and north. The open space at the
centre of all this is currently divided into a public
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garden (closed burial ground) last refurbished
by Lincoln Civic Trust in 1982, a public car park
and streets that link with the surrounding parts
of the City Centre.
As with most places where different uses and
activities mix, some sit side-by-side quite
comfortably and synergistically, whilst others
coexist rather more awkwardly. Each user-group
has its own expectations and places its own
particular demands on the resources and
amenities the Square offers. The Placecheck
carried out at the start of this project helped to
identify
those
varying
requirements,
expectations and aspirations and also enabled
people to understand each other's viewpoints.
The table on the next page summarises just
some of the matters identified in the
Placecheck. These and other observations and
ideas discussed on the day have influenced the
vision and proposals that are now emerging.

10th	
  February	
  
2014	
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St	
  Martin’s	
  Square	
  Placecheck	
  
	
  

WHAT DO WE LIK E?

WHAT DO WE DISLIKE?

WHAT CHANGES ARE NEEDED?

Location

Part of uphill/downhill journey;

Disconnected from the activity at

Create a “haven” – an area to sit

“Stopping off point”; Adjacent to

the top of the High Street and

and contemplate away from hustle

‘Cultural Quarter’.

The Strait.

and bustle

Businesses

Independent shops / businesses;

No outside café/bar seating;

Tables and chairs to add ‘activity’

and Uses

Successful vintage market at Kind

Signage on the church façade

and draw people in; Occasional

Bar; Church hall well used

markets;
Manageable, lettable, flexible
space; Improvements to church
façade

Roads and

Natural stone pavements around

Quality/appearance of tarmac;

Improve surfacing and create a

pavements

the garden

Change of surfacing from High

better transition from High Street to

Street.

the square

Seating used in the summer;

Poor maintenance of furniture

Make square clean / Open and well

Sunny aspect

and landscaping; Bushes and

lit; Remove/trim bushes; Area for

planting conceal anti-social

families – suitable for children to run

behaviour.

about safely;

Limited access points

Widen out access next to gallery to

Gar den

Access t o the

Ramped access at the eastern

garden

end

facilitate flow to and from High
Street

Parking

30 min daytime parking areas

Parking area creates a physical

Open-up view across garden;

used for residents in the evening

and visual ‘barrier’ to the square

Screen cars; Extra parking along
Motherby Lane.

Traffic

Speed of traffic around the

Manage traffic at specific times

square
Lighting

Inconsistent street lighting (both

Improve lighting to create safe,

colour and columns)

inviting area in evenings; Lighting in
trees.

Heritage

History; Archaeology; Limestone

Maximise links with Roman Trail

wall; Exposed cobbles;
Gravestones.
Signage

	
  

	
  

Sign at bottom of Strait does not

Improve signage from High Street;

encourage people to enter the

Improve information boards in

square.

square.
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From the Stamford Chronicle,
19th May 1854

Understanding	
  the	
  Past	
  
Strictly speaking, there is no such place as St
Martin’s Square. Historically, the space consisted
of streets (St Martin’s Lane, St Martin’s Row –
later renamed Garmston Street - and St Martin’s
Street), a graveyard (which extended further than
the current garden), and a church, which
extended into the current garden and occupied a
large part of the space now used for car parking.
St Martin’s was probably the earliest Christian
church in downhill Lincoln. It was wrecked in1644,
during the Civil War, rebuild during the early 18th
Century and finally demolished in the 1920s, by
which time only its tower survived.

“On Monday last, in excavating to prepare for

The space appears to have been used for poultry
and hay markets during the 11th Century. Even
earlier, the east end of the current “square” was
part of Ermine Street, which ran to the west of the
current Steep Hill.

church-yard, no corpses save that of a child

the widening of the roads on the south side
and east end of St. Martin's church, three
stone coffins were found. One, an infant's
coffin, was very small. Upon another, one of
the buttresses of the existing church is built.
The widening of the two narrow roads will be
a great improvement, and it is satisfactory
that, though the land has been taken from the

buried 35 years since had to be disturbed.”

It is probably not surprising that a place with such
a long history now contains a Scheduled Ancient
Monument (the graveyard and adjacent buildings
to the west), Listed Buildings (at the east end) and
forms part of a Conservation Area. What is,
perhaps, more surprising is that not only is its rich
history not particularly well known or displayed,
but its very presence and innate character remain
largely uncelebrated. The official Lincoln Tourist
Map neither names St Martin’s Square (or the
streets within it) nor identifies anything of interest
here. Even in the Lincoln Townscape Assessment
there are few references to St Martin’s Square,
which is included in the High Street Character
Area and no specific description of the character
of this particular place.
This is a place with a special past that could – and
should – have a special role to play in Lincoln’s
future. Stepping in to that future, it is important
not to ignore the past. Changes should be
informed by the history of the place and the likely
presence of archaeological remains will need to
be allowed for when changes are being planed,
designed and implemented. 	
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St. Martin’s Church tower, demolished 1920s

Stepping	
  into	
  the	
  future	
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For a plan to speak to the needs of a community it must reflect an understanding of that community’s values and
aspirations. Following the Placecheck, stakeholders engaged in a broader conversation, discussing needs, values
and aspirations for the area, and establishing a vision for St. Martin’s Square as a distinctive destination in
Lincoln’s offering. Outcomes of that conversation are summarised below.
There was a strong feeling that the Square should be treated as a ‘stopping off point’, a place to take a step back
from the north-south people-traffic and pause for thought. Green space is relatively rare in the city centre so
people should be encouraged to linger in the Square, making the most of both the ‘tranquil’ natural environment,
and the ‘quirky’ and unique independent businesses that are located here. The garden should also be recognised
as an important amenity for local residents. Where families could visit to share picnics, play and enjoy
being outdoors in a safe and friendly environment. It was also
felt that another key element in creating this relaxed,
lingering atmosphere would be the creation of
outdoor space that could be used by
businesses such as Kind Bar and The
Cheese Society to establish a relaxed
café culture.

Moving from day to evening,
lighting the trees artistically
and extending the hours that
people could sit outside
would encourage visitors to
continue to use the space in
much the same spirit as
during the daytime.
The history of the Square was
considered to be of great
importance. It was felt that this
should be celebrated to draw
people in and shape the
development of the space. Cultural
events and markets, live music and
visual art were cited as opportunities to
add to the vibrancy of the space, raising its
profile and reflecting the individuality of local
businesses and organisations.
Overall, people wanted St. Martin’s Square to become a place where people could just
‘be’. Whether they’re visiting the shops, stopping for something to eat or drink, reading a book in the garden or
playing with their families, it should be a welcoming space, an oasis or ‘haven’ that allows visitors to side-step the
hustle and bustle.
This vision for the Square is captured in the Touchstone opposite: the identity / brand is show in the central circle,
with key characteristics established in the second circle and further explored in the third. The Touchstone has
been used to appraise and guide the development proposals to ensure that they are in-keeping with the
Stakeholder’s vision for the area and should be continued to be used in this way by all those whose activity will
impact the space: policy makers, developers, and business owners alike.
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6.

	
  

Minimum	
  
Interventions	
  (short	
  stay	
  parking	
  retained)	
  
Minimum Interventions - Short Stay Car Parking Retained (4 No. Spaces less)
1. Traffic
calming
improvements to park
entrance
to includeto
widened
footpath
Traffic
calming
&&improvements
to park
entrance
include
widened footpath
2. Footpath widened to allow “Spill Out” space to restaurant. New sculptural wall, screens car park & creates inviting “Gateway”
Footpath
widened
to
create
restaurant
‘spill-out’
space.
New
sculptural wall to screen car park & create ”Gateway”
3. New access into Park
4. Re-arrange car parking higher up slope, increases visibility to park and pulls away parking from the KIND Bar allowing outdoor “Spill Out” space
New
access
park
5. Bring
highinto
quality
paving into St. Martins ‘s Square to draw people through and provide defensible space around KIND Bar
6. To allow parking
re-organisation
of car
move
3No. Disabled
Bays around
corner
Re-arrange
higher
upparking
slope:
increases
visibility
to park
and pulls away parking from KIND Bar allowing
outdoor “spill-out” space.
Bring high quality paving into the square to draw people through and provide defensible space around KIND Bar
Move 3 disabled bays onto St Martin’s Lane to allow car park re-configuration

1

2

3

4

6
Position of
Original Church
Tower

OPTIONS Sheet A
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Medium	
  Interventions	
  	
  
Traffic calming & improvements to park entrance to include widened footpath
Footpath
New access into park
Re-arrange car parking higher up slope, screen with Pleached Lime Trees retained with sitting wall
Provide defensible space around KIND Bar
Create new multi-use space
Create inviting entrance into Park with interpretive art work
Create rentable space in park for ice cream kiosk, café, etc.
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